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AbstractIn this paper we explore Simple Recurrent Net-works with feature-based letter and phonemeencoding to transform orthographic represen-tations to phonological ones of Dutch words,which is a part of the bigger, text-to-speechsynthesis problem. Besides addressing cognitiveplausibility, this model performs better thanearlier implementations with orthogonal dataencoding, which allows useful implementations.We also studied the performance of the net-work functionally, which led to insights aboutits behaviour and its implicit linguistics, whichin turn were used to present the data to thenetwork during training in a way that wouldimprove learning.1 IntroductionConverting orthographic word representationsto phonological ones is interesting from bothcognitive and linguistic points of view. Fromthe former perspective, we are looking for abiologically plausible explanation of a part ofour cognitive capacity to speak, in particularlythe process of reading aloud. On another hand,computational linguistics is still looking for ef-�cient methods for text-to-speech synthesis.Computational linguistics still uses mostlythe classical symbolic approaches to this task(Bouma, 2000), which however do not lead cog-nitive explanations. Connectionism, with its bi-ologically more plausible structures and meth-ods provides cognitively more acceptable alter-natives that attract ever increasing attention.Yet, di�erent connectionist models and imple-mentations di�er in their plausibility. For ex-ample, the �rst connectionist implementation ofsuch a system { NETtalk { by Sejnowski andRosenberg (1987) uses the static MultilayeredPerceptron (MLP ) (Rumelhart et al., 1986),

which is not inherently designed to process dy-namic data. However, most of the processes innatural language are dynamic { they span time{ which calls for dynamic neural networks.One neural network model that is widely ac-cepted as useful for linguistic problems is theSimple Recurrent Network (SRN), by Elman(1990). This model is capable of sequential pro-cessing because it has a global distributed mem-ory, and the network reaction at each time stepdepends both on the current input data and theinternal memory (see Fig. 1 and Section 2).Connectionist modelling is not that trivial,because each task can be implemented in a num-ber of ways. The correct choice of the networkstructure, data encoding and di�erent trainingparameters determine the outcome of the im-plementations. For example, the same problemof Grapheme-to-Phoneme Conversion (GPC) issome times modelled with static neural net-works and sometimes with dynamic ones. Fur-ther, accepting that dynamic networks are thebetter choice, we again see di�erent data en-codings and presentations to the network. Forexample, Stoianov et al. (1999) used the SRNmodel with an input consisting of words pre-sented one letter at a time, while Plaut (1999)fed the same network with 10 letters simultane-ously. The letters and phonemes in both workswere orthogonally encoded.While those earlier experiments resulted inacceptable performance, there is still a room forimprovement. Therefore, we continued our re-search in the direction of presenting some bi-asing information to the network, in the formof distributed feature-based input and outputrepresentations. This is more plausible thanthe orthogonal encoding because the distributeddata representations are more reliable and cog-nitively more plausible. As we will see later



in the paper, this also led us to better perfor-mance with a smaller network, which in turnis interesting from a practical point of view: itincreases the e�ciency of the method.The �ne structure of the brain is still di�cultto look at and therefore alternative connection-ist models of di�erent cognitive processes com-pete in claims for similarity to the correspond-ing brain structures. The claims are tested bylooking for functional similarities to human per-formance obtained in psycholinguistic experi-ments. This also brings insights into the neuralnetworks being used, which are notoriously di�-cult to explain. Section 4 focuses on this prob-lem. We will go even further there, by draw-ing some linguistic conclusions related to thestructure of the phonemes and syllables on onehand and by studying how di�erent linguisticfactors inuence the network performance, onthe other.Finally, using those �ndings, we present insection 5 a new strategy at network trainingthat improves the performance even more.1.1 State of the ArtIn this section, we will briey present the stateof the art in the connectionist modelling of thereading aloud process.Undoubtedly, one of the most inuentialworks on this subject is the Plaut et al. (1996)paper, where the authors present a study on thequasi-regularity of the grapheme-to-phonememapping of approximately 3000 monosyllabicEnglish words. They explored the MLP andthe so-called Attractor model, which featuresan extra recurrent layer that searches for thebest output pattern matching the initial hiddenlayer suggestion. However, this model is still astatic network, since the transformation ortho-graphic input { phonologic output is performedat once. The input and output layers encode thewords with a positional scheme, in which all on-sets, nuclei and codas from the training corpusare represented in the orthographic input andphonological output layers. This approach hassome obvious limitations such as �xed limits onconsonant cluster length and a limitation to sin-gle syllables. Nevertheless, this study demon-strates the capacity of a single network to learna task which incorporates both regular and ir-regular transformations.Zorzi et al. (1998) performed similar experi-

ments on the same problem, but they could nothandle the irregularity of the mapping with astandard MLP , and therefore they invented anextra set of connections from the input layer tothe output layer, which they claim is e�ectivelya dual-route neural network. Dual-route mod-els in the symbolic GPC modelling were intro-duced in (Coltheart et al., 1980), attempting tosolve various psycholinguistic phenomena. Suchmodels include a rule-route that transforms reg-ular and unseen words, and a lexicon route thathandles all learned words, including words withexceptional pronunciation. However, we arguein (Stoianov et al., 1999) that the Zorzi's archi-tecture is better regarded as a functional viewof the network rather than as an e�ectivelynew model, since the claimed set of connectionscould be modelled with a standard MLP .Stoianov et al. (1999) and Plaut (1999)shifted the focus from static to dynamic net-works, by using the SRNs on this problem. Inthe former, the words were presented to the net-work one letter at a time (see the next sectionfor details). The latter model used a more spe-ci�c encoding: the words there were presentedto the network in a shifting window containing:the letter to be pronounced; two letters to theleft of it; seven letters to the right, and the lastphoneme to be pronounced, all of them orthog-onally encoded. The output layer contains theorthogonal encoding of all phonemes and theposition of the next grapheme to be pronounced.This type of data presentation improved theperformance: the Plaut (1999) model, with sucha rich input learned the mapping almost per-fectly, while the network in (Stoianov et al.,1999) mislearn 10% of the words, although withthe acceptable 1.4% phonemic error. The net-works in both models exhibited good frequency,consistency and word length e�ects (see Sect. 4for details).1.2 SRNsSimple Recurrent Networks have the followingstructure (see Fig.1): Input data (sequences)are presented to the input layer, one token at atime. The purpose of the input layer is just tofeed the hidden layer through a weight matrix,which in turn copies its activations after everystep to a context layer. The context layer is usedto provide another input to the hidden layer {information about the past. And since the acti-



vation of the hidden layer depends on both itsprevious state (the context) and the current in-put, the SRNs theoretically are sensitive to theentire history of the input sequence. However,practical computational limitations restrict thetime span of the inuence of the context infor-mation at time t to some 5-10 time steps ahead.In turn, the neurons from the hidden layer out-put signal through another weight matrix to theneurons from the output layer, which in turn isinterpreted as a network product.The network is trained with a supervisedtraining algorithm, which implies two workingregimens { a regimen of training and regimen ofnetwork use. In the latter, the network is givensequential input data; it reacts according to itsknowledge encoded as strengths of weights andits reaction is used for the task at hand. Thetraining regimen comprises a second, trainingstep, during which the network reactions arecompared to the desired ones, and the di�erenceis used to adjust the network behaviour in a waythat improves the network performance the nexttime it experiences the same input data.The particular algorithm used to train theSRNs was the Backpropagation Through Timelearning algorithm (Haykin, 1994; Stoianov,2000). It works both in time and space: the net-work reaction to a given input sequence is com-pared to the desired target sequence at everytime step and when the whole sequence is pro-cessed, the resulting error is propagated backthrough space (the layers) and time. This re-sults in much faster training than the originalsimple backpropagation learning algorithm usedby Elman (1990) when he introduced the SRNs.2 Grapheme to PhonemeConversion with the SimpleRecurrent NetworksThe method presented in this work uses theSRNs as a neural sequential predictor (Stoianov,2000 draft). However, in contrast to the stan-dard predicting scheme (e.g., in phonotacticsmodelling), the output domain (phonology)here di�ers from the input domain (orthogra-phy) and the speci�cally set sequential map-ping guarantees that at every time step onlyone phoneme will match the current input andcontext entered so far. In turn, since at anytime only one token is permitted to be ac-

tive, truly distributed representations can beused to encode the output tokens. This facil-itates the learning process by providing back-ground knowledge about the nature of the task,thus allowing the same problem to be learnedwith networks with smaller weight space thanearlier, when localistic encoding was employed(Stoianov et al., 1999).2.1 Distributed RepresentationsInput and output tokens are encoded with vec-tors of activations, where each element (neuron)stands for one feature. Di�erent data-encodingschemes determine the concrete functionality ofthe network.In the most often used { orthogonal { encod-ing, each neuron ni stands for one input tokenci, thus, the level of activation of each neuronni represents the likelihood p(ci) that the corre-spondent token ci is active. The interpretation(decoding) of this encoding usually follows thewinner-takes-all rule, which says that the tokenwhose corresponding neuron is most active isthe outcome of the system. Since the activationsof every neuron are independent each other, thisscheme is very useful to represent a set of like-lihoods that the correspondent tokens are ac-tive in response to the input, which was used inthe sequential neural predictor (Stoianov, 2000draft). However, this encoding is memory ex-pensive, since it needs K neurons to representK tokens. Also, this encoding is not resistant tonoise in data, system damage, etc. Therefore, ifthe task allows, a feature-based representationis better to be used.Situations allowing feature-based representa-tions are those in which only one token maybe a product of the network, for example, inthe associative tasks. The networks there haveto respond to the input with a speci�c out-put pattern (static or sequential). The GPCtask, in fact, is exactly a sequential associa-tion, thus, permitting distributed representa-tions. As noted above, the GPC was imple-mented in the framework of the SRNs as a spe-cial case of a sequential predictor that requiresonly one token to be predicted.As for the feature sets used to represent thetokens, a GPC task prompts for phonemic fea-tures. The output phonemes can be encodedaccording to the speci�cations of the Interna-tional Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). It represents



Figure 1: Sequential transformation from orthographic to phonological representations with SRNsand feature-based grapheme and phoneme representations. Words are presented to the input se-quentially, one letter at a time. Phonological representations are also produced sequentially, onephoneme at a time, but with 3 steps' delay.the phonemes with an articulatory set of fea-tures, thus making such an encoding biologi-cally plausible since it encodes the phonemeswith properties related to their pronunciation.The original feature set in the IPA containssome 40 features, of which about a third areredundant for the most of the European lan-guages and particularly for the Dutch language.Therefore, the feature set we used to encode thephonemes consists only of 25 features, as givenin (1).stop; fricative; nasal; approximant;lateral; trill; voicless; syllabbic; vowel;bilabial; labio-dental; dental; alveolar;palatal-alveolar; palatal; velar; glottal; (1)high; upper-midd; lower-midd; low;front; back; round; longWe might choose di�erent strategies forchoosing the input feature set, for example,based on visual or linguistic properties. A fea-ture set providing helpful background linguis-tic information can use an even smaller subsetfrom the IPA feature set and encode the letterswith pro-phonemic features. Encoding ortho-

graphic input with linguistic features is a step-back from cognitive plausibility, but it increasesthe e�ciency of the system, which is importantfrom implementational point of view. The fea-ture set that we used is given in (2). It contains11 features and provides su�cient feature over-lap when the 26 letters are encoded. Featureoverlap in distributed representations, in turn,is the source of that bias information.vowel; consonant; (2)stop; nasal; approximant; voicless;low; high; back; labial; coronalIn addition, there is one more feature {delimiter { used in both the input and outputencodings that signals signals for the end of theprocessed sequences (sequence delimiter).The symbol encoding process is straightfor-ward { if a given token cj is to be encoded, itsfeature-vector is obtained from a look-up tableand set to the input/output layer. The decodingprocess is similar. Since only one phoneme at atime is allowed to be produced by the SRN, theone whose feature vector most closely matchesthe current output is selected as a product of thenetwork. For those who prefer to stick entirely



to connectionism, one more layer can transformthe output representations into localistic encod-ing.2.2 Right ContextAs discussed, it is important in the Grapheme-to-Phoneme Conversion problem (GPC) to en-sure that the learning task requires the networkto activate one phoneme only, or at least that forevery word and for every time step, the train-ing material does not contain conicting targetspellings (phonemes). We need this in orderto make the network spell the words correctlywhen they contain irregularities, such as (3) inthe Dutch language. In this example, the let-ter sequence \oe" is pronounced in two di�erentways, depending also on the partial right con-text. foei[fuj] and foet[fø:t] (3)Providing partial right context is the solution,which could be implemented in di�erent ways.Plaut (1999) provided this by using the simul-taneous presentation of 10 letters in a shiftingwindow.A solution that we chose (Stoianov et al.,1999) was to delay the spelling of the wordswith d steps, which allowed the network tolook d steps right context ahead when produc-ing the phonological representations. This wasachieved by training the network on the follow-ing sequential mapping (4):(Co1Co2 : : : CojWOj# : : :#)) (4)(#1#2 : : :#dCp1Cp2 : : : cpjWP j)where `#' represents a delimiter ; Coi stand forthe input orthographic tokens and Cpj for theoutput phonemic ones.However, there is a small trap here, in caseswhere two or more letters are pronounced as onephoneme, such as in (3). This concerns espe-cially polysyllabic words where not only the net-work might run out of right context, but also itmight produce phonemes before the correspond-ing letters are entered. Since a pronunciation isrequired after each letter and since some pro-nunciations can not be predicted until two let-ters have been seen, the look-ahead bu�er mighteventually be exhausted. For such cases, an ex-tra mechanism should take care of arti�cial gaps

at the output. In our experiments, we provided3 letters delay, which turned out to be enoughfor our training data.3 ExperimentThe proposed model was tested on Dutch mono-syllables. Even though monosyllabic words donot represent the entire word space, they docontain most of the complexity of the GPCtransformation rules because syllables are themain carrier of the transformation complexity.We used all 5; 800 Dutch monosyllabic words asfound in the CELEX lexical database (CELEX,1993). Among those words there is a number offoreign words, mostly from English and Frenchorigin, whose pronunciation di�ers from that ofthe regular Dutch words. Yet, in order to simu-late a near-real language situation, those foreignwords were not �ltered out from the database,which makes the task even more di�cult. Thisset was further split into two parts: a trainingsubset L1M containing 4:800 words and a test-ing one L2M with 1:000 monosyllables { to testthe generalisation capacity of the network. TheCELEX database contains information aboutthe frequency of the words, which was also used.The Simple Recurrent Network used had 100hidden neurons. The input and output layershad 12 and 26 neurons, correspondingly { ac-cording to the size of the feature sets used torepresent the graphemes and phonemes. Thenetwork was trained on the training set andthen tested on the testing set, to study its gen-eralisation.3.1 TrainingThe training process was organised in epochs, inthe course of which all words from the trainingdata set were presented to the SRN according tothe logarithm of their frequency (f = 2:2; � =1:1;min = 1;max = 8). This decreases the to-tal number of word presentations while preserv-ing the important di�erences in frequency, thusstressing the most important words and lead-ing to fewer errors on them. The total numberof word presentations in one epoch was about12; 500. For every training sequence, the BPTTlearning algorithm was applied. After the train-ing on each epoch, the network performance wasevaluated on the same training set, by measur-ing the number of words and phonemes mispro-nounced.



Error (%) / Data L1M L2MPhonemic, Freq. 0.9 1.4Phonemic, No Freq. 1.37 2.08Word, Freq. 4.8 6.7Word, No Freq. 8.5 11.2Table 1: General SRN performance on thetraining (L1M ) and the testing (L2M ) data sets,measured at phonemic and word level, each ofthem weighted or unweighted with the word fre-quency.The network converged in performance atabout the 10th epoch, which is about half asmuch training time was needed when orthogo-nal encoding was used (Stoianov et al., 1999).As usual, the network started with a sharp er-ror drop to about 4-5% phonemic error, whichslowly decreased to about 1%.3.2 General PerformanceThe network was evaluated with two types oferror measurement: at a phonemic level and atword level. The �rst measures the total num-ber of mispronounced phonemes and the latterone counts the words with at least one mis-pronunciation. Further, both types of errorswere weighted with the correspondent frequen-cies, which gives an idea how the network wouldperform in a real-world environment.We are interested in the network performanceon both the training and the testing set. The�rst one is used to evaluate the network after ev-ery training epoch and gives a general idea howthe network performs. The performance on thetesting set unseen during the training evaluatesthe generalisation capacity of the model.Table 1 shows the general network perfor-mance. The performance of the network withthe feature-based encoding { 0.9% phonemic er-ror and 4.8% word error { is better than thenetwork performance in our previous experi-ments with orthogonal data encoding, wherea SRN with 200 hidden neurons, that is, fourtimes more weights, resulted in 1:2% frequencyweighted phonemic error for the training set,and 1:4% phonemic error on the testing set.We conclude that the distributed encodingis better both for faster training and for thesmaller size of the network, but also for its bet-ter performance.

4 EvaluationAlthough improved, the performance of the net-work is far from perfect. Preliminary work onpolysyllabic words is even worse, with about15 � 20% erroneous word performance. Thisraises the question what prevents the networkfrom reaching near-human performance.Increasing the hidden-layer size in theory in-creases the network learning capacity, but hereit did not lead to improved performance. On thecontrary, setting the hidden layer size to some300-500 neurons worsened the results while in-creasing signi�cantly the training time. This isbecause the complexity of the weight space in-creases signi�cantly and the learning algorithm�nds it more di�cult to �nd the solution.Another approach at improvement is to studythe performance of the network by varyingproperties of the data, analysing where the net-work makes mistakes and focusing the trainingon those di�cult sequences. Parameters thatwere expected to inuence the performance arethe frequency of the words and the regularityof their pronunciation (word consistency). Thisapproach is also interesting from another pointof view. In psycholinguistics, di�erent testsstudy human performance on linguistic tasks,and it is interesting to compare the outcomesof those experiments with the network perfor-mance.4.1 FrequencyFigure 2 shows the performance of the networkfor three frequency categories { rare, averagefrequency and frequent words. The networkerred more than twice as often on medium-frequency words as compared to high-frequencywords, and about twice as often again on rarewords. This pattern follows the frequency withwhich the words were given to the network dur-ing training, and we can explain it with theamount of evidence the network was given forthe correspondent input-output pattern.Humans are found to behave similarly in theword naming task, both in terms in performanceand reaction time (Fiez et al., 1999). Thismeans that the basic computational principlesused in this connectionist model have cognitivejusti�cation, at least from a functional pointof view. Architecturally, exploiting distributeddata representation and processing, by now they



Figure 2: SRN error versus word frequency.are also the most cognitively plausible models.4.2 ConsistencyThe amount of evidence for certain conversionscomes not only from the frequency of the par-ticular word that represents it, but also fromthe number of words that look similar andare pronounced in a similar way, that is, theconsistency of the orthography-to-phonologymapping for this pattern. Put in another way,consistency measures how much the pronuncia-tion of a given word is like to the pronunciationof orthographically similar words.Measuring consistency is not trivial. It in-volves a measure of similarity between words,which is a problem by itself. In our earlier workon this task we measured consistency by match-ing the sub-syllabic elements onset, nucleusand coda (Stoianov et al., 1999). In that paperwe describe in detail how to measure the consis-tency. As a result, words were assigned a con-tinuous measure with mean value (23�� = 14),ranging (�70 : : : 80), which we further split intofour categories: exceptions, ambiguous, semi-regular and regular.The variation of the network performancewith regard to the word consistency is shown inFig. 3. As expected, the SRN fails much moreoften on exceptional words than on regular ones,since the latter \support" each other in the dif-ferent pattern groups. Humans performed sim-ilarly in the word-naming task, making almostno errors on regular words and mispronounc-ing some exceptional words (Fiez et al., 1999).However, the network performed worse on ex-ceptional words.Two lessons can be derived from this analy-sis. Firstly, since the model follows the trends

Figure 3: SRN error versus word consistency.found in the word naming task, we can interpretthis as another source of con�rmation that themodel follows the structural organisation of thehuman brain.Secondly { a practical conclusion { since themodel under-performed on exceptional words,this means that there is a room either for im-provement of the learning strategy, or that thethe dual-route idea should be considered asplausible. Other connectionist models man-aged, indeed to learn similar transformationswith single models (Plaut et al., 1996), butthose models used as few as half the numberof words used in the current experiment. Usingfewer words is possible, but one of the targetshere is to learn to pronounce all (monosyllabic)Dutch words, not just an easier subset of them.Therefore, the learning should be improved orthe architecture should be extended.4.3 Word Length and Error PositionDynamic processes are also a�ected by dynamicproperties of the data, e.g., word length anddistribution of predictions in time, which arealso reected in psycholinguistic experimentson word naming (Spieler and Balota, 2000 inpress). In those examinations a reliable inter-action between word length and performancewas found: the longer the words, the longer ittakes to pronounce them. A similar well-knowndynamic property is the performance of humanmemory on memorising list items. Earlier andlater items are remembered best, which resultsin a U-shaped performance curve.The network error distribution as a functionof word length (shown on Fig. 4) tells us that



Figure 4: SRN error versus word length

Figure 5: SRN error versus error position.the network makes many more errors on longerwords, which is in parallel to the �ndings onhumans. We can explain this e�ect in the SRNswith the speci�c context error that they gain astime progresses.Error does not linearly correlate with position(Fig.5) { the network makes mistakes in the �rsthalf of the words rather than towards the end.A closer analysis reveals that the network makesmore mistakes at the time step when the vowelfrom the nucleus should be spelled out, what wealso call a syllable break. We found this also inour earlier experiments on phonotactics learn-ing (Stoianov and Nerbonne, 2000) and map-ping from orthography to phonology (Stoianovet al., 1999), which we interpreted as a hint forthe following structure in the syllable (5):(onset� rhyme(nucleus� coda)) (5)4.4 PhonemesIt is also interesting to know how well di�erentphonemes are produced; if there are phonemes

Phoneme Error(%) Frequencyh 0.0 219b 0.0 402v 0.0 207Delim 0.1 20015p 0.4 936r 0.6 1575x 0.8 755m 1.0 576t 1.0 3029n 1.2 751s 1.7 2210f 1.7 475l 2.0 1303N 2.1 193k 2.1 1388d 3.0 296V 5.0 484j 14.4 201S 43.1 137Z 100.0 20g 100.0 15Table 2: SRN error for phonemes-consonants.The second data column represents the fre-quency of the correspondent phonemes in thedataset.which are easier or more di�cult for the net-work. In order to study this, the network errorwas calculated for each phoneme.In general, vowels (Table 3) cause more trou-bles to the network than consonants (Table2). There is a tendency among the consonantstoward larger error for more sonorant conso-nants (with the exception of 'S'), which leadsto the conclusion that the more sonorant thephoneme, the larger the error.The third column in both tables representsthe number of occurrences of the correspondingphoneme. For the very infrequent phonemes,both vowels and consonants, the network per-forms poorly. Hence, the second conclusion isthat the lower the phonemic frequency, thelarger the error. This fact is related again tothe amount of evidence the network experiencesduring learning.Next, looking at Table 3, one can observe thetendency of the long vowels to produce larger er-rors than the short vowels (with the exception of



Phoneme Error(%) Frequency÷ 0.0 190y 0.0 190a: 1.5 401I 1.8 456e: 2.8 386O 3.9 565A 4.2 7550 4.4 295E 5.8 825y: 6.3 63i: 7.3 565o: 7.7 326u: 8.4 443ø: 9.5 116O: 36.4 11E: 88.9 18@ 100.0 1Table 3: SRN Error for phonemes-vowels. Thesecond data column gives the phonemic fre-quency.'a:' and 'e:', and '@', which is rare in monosylla-bles). This is an interesting �nding, from whichwe might hypothesise that long vowels havemore inconsistent grapheme-to-phoneme map-ping. Indeed, if we search for the orthographicrepresentations of some of those phonemes, wewill �nd that the long vowels stem from a largervariety of orthographic patterns than the shortones. For example, the phoneme 'ø:' is thevowel pronounced in the Dutch words \deuk",\fohn" and \foet". The vowel 'u:' has evenmore source patterns: \boet", \blues", \tour",\crew" and \croon". On another hand, theshort vowel 'I' is pronounced in words such as\blin" and \gym" and the vowel 'O' comes onlyfrom words such as \bos".We can continue in this vein and study thethe type of patterns the consonants come from.For example, the consonant 'S' is the pronun-ciation of as many as six orthographic combi-nations: \badge", \batch", \check", \shop",\sjaal" and \tjok" and in Table 2 we see thatit is associated with a large error. Therefore,the variety of letters that match one phonemeis another predictor of the network faulting inthis task.

Feature Examples Error(%0)syllabic 0,0trill r 0,4lateral l 0,9nasal m n N 0,9approximant w V j 1,9vowel ... 1,9Delimiter # 2,1stop ... 2,4fricative ... 3,6voiceless ... 3,6Table 4: SRN error / ConsonantalManner Fea-tures Feature Examples Error(%0)dental 0,0glottal h 0,0bilabial p b m 0,6labio-dental f v V 1,1palatal j c N 1,3velar k g x 2,1alveolar t d n r l s z 3,5palatal-alveolar S Z 3,8Table 5: SRN error / Consonantal P lace Fea-tures4.5 Phonetic FeaturesWe will complete the study on erroneous SRNperformance by examining the error for vari-ous phonetic features. In order to facilitate thereading of the data, the features are split intoplace and manner features, and vowel and con-sonant features (tables 4,5,6). Further, the fea-tures in each group are ordered by the error size.Feature Examples Error(%0)lower a: A 2,5low-mid E O: 2,8high i y u 3,0front ... 3,0back ... 3,3upper-mid ... 3,4round ... 1,8long ... 2,7Table 6: SRN error / Vowel P lace andMannerFeatures



The most immediate observation is that thesize of the phonemic group the correspondingfeatures represent is proportional to the networkerror. If a given feature is active in a smallergroup of phonemes, then the correspondent neu-ron learns its task more easily than the case ofmore even phonemic space sampling. For ex-ample, the feature stop has larger error thanthe feature lateral.The phenomena of larger error for more bal-anced features shows that balanced patternsare more di�cult to learn than unbalancedones, which has good theoretical explanation inthe framework of informational theory, wherea measure for the balance of a certain featurein a given distribution of patterns is called en-tropy (Mitchell, 1997). In this particular case,the entropy Entrfi(P ) of the set of experiencedphonemes P with respect to a feature fi is (6):Entrfi(P ) = �pfilog2(pfi)� pbfi log2(pbfi) (6)where pfi is the proportion of the phonemes inthe observed phonemic set P which feature fi,and pbfi = 1� pfi is the proportion of the otherphonemes in P . Notice, that the entropy is closeto zero for more unbalanced distributions andclose to one otherwise. The e�ect of data fre-quency is also implicitly included here, repre-sented in the set of phonemes P observed bythe network during the training.One interpretation of the entropy in infor-mation theory is the number of bits needed toencode an arbitrary pattern { the larger theentropy, the more bits are necessary. On theother hand, we found in the neural networksframework that the larger the entropy of thephonemes with respect to a given feature, thelarger the network error, which results in anice correspondence between the entropy andthe di�culty the network meets when trying tolearn how to activate this feature. Followingthis �nding, we can predict that the same er-ror pattern will be found in psycholinguistics,which also might help us to explain the way thephonemes are represented in the brain.We �nish with the remark that the previouslynoted di�erence in performance on vowels andconsonants was found here, too, viz. that ingenerally the vowels generate larger error andhence, the vowel-related features produce largererror, too.

Error (%) / Data L1M L2MPhonemic, Freq. 0.49 1.18Phonemic, No Freq. 0.73 1.78Word, Freq. 2.62 5.60Word, No Freq. 3.94 8.71Table 7: General performance of SRN whosetraining emphasised inconsistent words. Erroron the training (L1M ) and the testing (L2M ) datasets is given, measured at phonemic and wordlevel, each of them weighted or unweighted withthe word frequency.5 An improved training methodNow, having the knowledge of how those di�er-ent factors inuence the network performance,it is time to take an advantage of it. For exam-ple, the fact that consistency most strongly af-fects model performance might be compensatedfor by emphasising more inconsistent words dur-ing the network training, that is, presentingthem more often to the network in one train-ing session.To implement this, a second training fre-quency was computed for each word, inverselyproportional to the consistency of that word.Those new frequencies ranged from 1 to 10, withmean value of 2:23;�� = 1:15, which is similarto the original frequency values. Then, the net-work was trained on the L1M data set, with allother parameters unchanged, until error conver-gence.The network performance on the training andtesting set is given in Table 7. When comparedto the performance of the network trained inthe previous conditions (Table 1), the networkhere errs twice as few as when tested on thetraining set L1M and shows slight improvementon the testing set L2M . Given the fact that thetesting words should be considered as realisticnon-words, it should be expected that the net-work would perform better on regular words andwould not know how to map unseen inconsistentwords, converting them by following the GPC\rules" it has learned in training. Since thenetwork has no knowledge of the exceptionallypronounced words that this testing set contains,it generalises, which is registered by the testingprocedure as erroneous pronunciation. There-fore, this method would be most advantageous,



if the training is done with a training corpusthat is as complete as possible.The same idea might be extended even fur-ther, by emphasising other groups of words thatare more di�cult to learn. This, we expect,would improve the performance even more.6 DiscussionStudying the nature of the orthography-to-phonology mapping of the Dutch monosyllabicwords and improving the connectionist method-ology for its learning were the main objectivesof this research. We continued our previouswork on this problem by using the more nat-ural distributed representations of letters andphonemes, which led us to a better model.The same Simple Recurrent Network withtwice as small hidden layer (the main processingunits) and four times fewer connections (long-term memory) learned the same task even bet-ter, with 1.4% phonemic and 8.5% word er-ror. If we weight this performance with thefrequency of occurrence of those words in thelanguage, the performance shows 0.9% phone-mic and 4.8% word error.Symbolic methods still perform better. Arecent work on a Dutch polysyllabic databaseachieved 99% phonemic and 92.6% word accu-racy, using a combination of hand-crafted rulesand transformation-based learning (Bouma,2000). Our initial results on this data, which wedid not discuss in this paper, are much worse,with some 15-20% word error. But symbolicmethods do not explain the way humans workwith languages, which is the other main goal inconnectionist modelling.In order to �nd the reasons the network havedi�culties in learning this complex mapping,we also studied the type of errors the networkmakes. This showed some speci�c error pat-terns also found in various psycholinguistic ex-periments (Fiez et al., 1999).The best known e�ect is error and naminglatency interaction with word frequency { themore frequent the words, the faster they arepronounced and the fewer mistakes are made.Another very important factor that inuencesthe human's performance is the regularity (con-sistency) of this mapping for each word. Whatwas found in the above and other studies is thatthe more regular the words are in their pronun-

ciation, the faster and more accurate the re-sponses are. The networks in our experimentsperformed similarly, which is an evidence for thecognitive plausibility of this architecture, froma functional point of view.Studying the variation of the error with re-spect to the phonetic features used to encodethe phonemes, we also found the interestingphenomena that the more evenly a given featurepartitions the phonetic space, the larger the net-work error is, which can �nd a good explanationin information theory with the measure calledentropy. Based on this �nding, we predict thatthe same error pattern will be found in variouspsycholinguistic tasks related to phoneme artic-ulation.Unlike in our earlier work (Stoianov et al.,1999), in this study we did not address the nam-ing latencies, because they behave similarly tothe pronunciation accuracy. We studied onlyaccuracy and in Section 4 we showed that theyfollow the tendencies noticed above.People still perform better than the networkdid. One reason for this might be selective at-tention to those more di�cult words. Suggestedby the speci�c pattern of worse network perfor-mance for inconsistent words, we applied a sim-ilar idea by arranging the training data in a waythat would stress the training to the more \di�-cult" words. This improved the training signif-icantly, by decreasing the SRN error to 0.73%phonemic and 3.94% word error.Connectionist modelling provides space forcontinuous improvement. As we just saw, twodesign details { data encoding and presentation{ brought signi�cant improvement to the perfor-mance, by more than 50%. And there is still alot to be done. Further work on this project andmore details can be found in (Stoianov, 2000draft).ReferencesGosse Bouma. 2000. A �nite state and data ori-ented method for grapheme to phoneme con-version. In 1st Conf. of the North AmericanChapter of the Association for Comp. Lin-guistics, Seattle, WA.CELEX. 1993. The celex lexical database (cd-rom). Linguistic Data Consortium.http://www.kun.nl/celex.Max Coltheart, K. Petterson, and J.C. Mar-
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